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Objective & Scope
An internal audit of the Caddo Parish Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs) Appropriations Program was conducted to assess applicable
internal controls and compliance with internal policies and procedures.
• Obtained policies and procedures (P&P) and other NGO
Appropriation documentation, as applicable.
• Interviewed Caddo Parish personnel to obtain an understanding
of current policies and processes in place for the NGO Program.
Overview • Performed interviews and process walkthroughs in March 2019
with Caddo Parish personnel.
of
• Performed testing, on a sample basis, to evaluate compliance with
Procedures the Non-Governmental Appropriation Reporting policy
document.
• Performed testing, on a sample basis, to determine if related
party relationships existed between the NGOs and Commission
members.
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The scope
period included
in the audit
was 1/1/201812/31/2018

Executive Summary
Based on the procedures performed, no high risk observations were identified. All four (4) observations were assessed to
be moderate to low risk1. Additional details including associated risk, root cause, recommendations, responsible party and
management response are included in the Results section of this report.
 One (1) observation was assigned a priority risk rating of moderate, as explained below:
Summary of Observations

Risk Ranking: Moderate
Evaluation criteria was not standardized or documented
 Three (3) observations were assigned a priority risk rating of low, as explained below:
Summary of Observations
Risk Ranking: Low
Supporting documentation submitted by NGOs was inconsistent and disorganized
The Parish disbursed funds prior to receipt of required supporting documentation

In 2018,
approximately
$2,053,000 was
budgeted to
NGOs and
allocated across
81
organizations2

An application was not provided and one was missing initials
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Overall Recommendations Summary
• The recommendations in this report overall relate to implementing additional standardized processes and
procedures related to the NGO program to increase consistency and reduce reputational risk.

Results
Observation

Risk

Root Cause

Recommendation

Responsible
Party

Management Response

If a standardized and documented process Lack of standardized processes The Appropriations Committee
Appropriations
for evaluating NGO funding requests is not for the evaluation of NGOs by should consider creating a set of
Committee and
followed, it may result in inconsistent and Appropriations Committee
standardized criteria to evaluate
Caddo Parish
each NGO applying for funding. The Commission
inefficient processes and increased risks Members.
standardized criteria should be
in the following areas:
Lack of documented policies documented, approved by the
1. Approval of funding for organizations and procedures maintained by Commission, and evaluated on at
that do not meet the mission of the NGO the Commission which are
least a biennial basis to determine if
Program of serving low income
reflective of current processes updates to the evaluation criteria are
warranted.
individuals or creating a positive
regarding the evaluation of
economic impact on the Parish;
NGOs.
The criteria could be used to define a
2. Approval of funding for an NGO whose
scoring system, where each NGO
receives a score and the NGOs with
program is not effective or does not have
the highest score are awarded
the intended outcomes;
funding. Scoring system criteria may
include the following:
3. Approval of funding for an NGO with a
history of non-compliance with program
1. Mission (serving low income
rules;
individuals within the Parish or
4. Approval of funding for duplicated
positive economic impact on the
Parish);
services while funding is denied to
organizations that could positively impact
the Parish;
2. Program effectiveness and
outcomes;
5. Approval of funding for an NGO that is
3. Prior compliance;
already receiving funding from another
entity for the same services; and
4. Duplication of
services/underserved areas within
6. A reputational risk to the Parish and
the Parish; and
NGO Program may exist if citizens do not
believe that funding is awarded based on
5. Duplication of funding.
a predetermined set of criteria.

The Commission President is
proposing that the NGO
Appropriations Committee
meet in mid August 2019, to
further discuss the
recommendation. The date of
the NGO Appropriations
Committee meeting will be
confirmed after the July 18,
2019 special meeting.

Risk Ranking: Moderate
While it was explained that
Appropriations Committee
Members base their NGO funding
recommendations on various
factors such as personal research
or experience, recommendations
from other Committee
members/Commissioners, and
through discussion at the
Appropriations Committee
meeting, there was no
standardized and documented
process, such as a scoring system,
to evaluate the NGO funding
requests based on a set of
predetermined criteria.
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Results
Observation

Risk

Root Cause

Recommendation

Responsible
Party

Management
Response

Risk Ranking: Low
At the time of our procedures, the Grants
Coordinator was responsible for reconciling
the documentation provided by NGOs for the
mid-year and annual appropriations
reporting process. Based on our observation
of documentation submitted, the NGOs
provided supporting documentation in an
inconsistent and disorganized manner.

If supporting documentation is
submitted in an inconsistent or
non-uniform format, it could
result in increased risk in the
following areas:
1. Errors in appropriation
reconciliations;

2. Inefficient or untimely
completion of reconciliations;
and

3. Delayed payment to NGOs of
subsequent year funding.
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A standardized cost report
template to itemize
expenditures is not
maintained or required by
Caddo Parish.

Management should consider developing a Finance Department
standardized cost report template to assist
NGOs that do not have sufficient system
generated accounting records in itemizing
and submitting all expenses. Once developed,
management should consider revising the
mid-year and year-end appropriation report
instructions to clearly instruct NGOs on the
use of the new cost report template,
including required documentation and
deadlines. Additionally, management should
consider an annual evaluation of the cost
report template, instructions, and required
documentation to determine if any updates
are needed.

The Parish
understands the
importance of
consistent and
accurate NGO reports.
The Department of
Finance & HR will
update the NGO
reporting form to
include a cost
template that will
allow the NGOs to
itemize expenditures
to ensure accurate
and timely reporting.
The new template
and instructions will
be provided to the
NGOs beginning with
the July 2019
reporting period. The
Department of
Finance & HR will
also review the
template process
annually to
determine if any
changes are needed.

Results
Observation

Risk

Root Cause

Recommendation

Responsible
Party

Management
Response

Risk Ranking: Low
Caddo Parish disbursed funds to NGOs prior
to receipt of the required supporting
expense documentation, rather than
disbursing funds on a reimbursement basis.
However, it was explained that a Cooperative
Endeavor Agreement (CEA) must be
executed prior to disbursement of the funds
and any outstanding issues noted from the
prior year reconciliation process must be
resolved before a CEA for the current year
will be executed or invoices will be paid to
the NGO.
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If funding is disbursed to NGOs
prior to receipt of the required
supporting expense
documentation, this may result
in increased risk in the
following areas:

Caddo Parish policies and
procedures permit
disbursement of funds to
NGOs prior to receipt of
supporting documentation.

During the annual budget process,
Caddo Parish
management should continue to evaluate the Commission/
amount budgeted for the NGO Program.
Finance Department
Based on this evaluation, management
should consider developing a tiered or risk
based approach to determine the timing of
Funding is disbursed at the processing of payments to NGOs with CEAs.
beginning of the process
1. Inability to collect funds
One tier of NGOs could be disbursed funds
prior to receiving supporting prior to receipt of supporting
from the NGO related to
documentation instead of on documentation, whereas another tier of
ineligible expenditures or
a reimbursable basis because NGOs could be disbursed funds on a
unused funds;
many NGOs are small
reimbursement basis. Factors that could be
organizations that cannot
2. Legal expenses may be
considered in this approach include:
afford to fund the programs
incurred if legal action is
1. Dollar amount to be disbursed to the NGO;
warranted to collect funds; and and services they provide
without advanced funding.
2. Percentage of total NGO Budget
appropriated to the NGO; and
3. Disputes or negative publicity
3. Prior compliance issues, if any.
may occur.

The Parish recognizes
there is some risk
involved in
disbursing NGO funds
prior to the receipt of
supporting
documentation;
however, a tiered
approach could result
in confusion and
inconsistency
amongst the NGOs as
well as Parish staff.
Parish management
recommends one
process for all NGOs,
either advance
payment or costreimbursement. Any
change in the process
for paying NGOs
would have to be
voted upon by the
Caddo Parish
Commission.

Results
Observation

Risk

Root Cause

Recommendation

Responsible
Party

Management
Response

Risk Ranking: Low

Based on testing of thirteen (13) sampled If NGOs do not provide an
NGOs for compliance with the Nonapplication or initial where
Governmental Appropriation Reporting
required throughout the
policy document, P&N noted the following: application, an increased risk
- For one of the 13 samples selected, the of non-compliance may exist
NGO did not provide an application and and increased risk may result
an award letter was not sent to the
in the following areas:
NGO.
1. NGOs may lack an
Note: The Caddo Parish Commission
understanding of program
appropriated the NGO's funds in the later guidelines.
part of 2018 as a direct appropriation from
2. Parish personnel may lack
the floor of the Commission.
pertinent information about
- For one of the 13 samples selected the the NGO and its intended use
NGO did not complete the application in of the funding.
full as initials were missing next to each
item listed in the "Guidelines for
Appropriation Application" section of
the NGO Application.
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The Non-Governmental
Appropriation Reporting
Policy does not require a
complete and executed
application to be obtained
prior to making payments
to NGOs.

Management should consider updating
Finance Department
the Non-Governmental Appropriation
Reporting Policy to include the
requirement that complete and executed
applications must be obtained prior to
making payments to NGOs.
Management should consider following up
with NGOs to obtain complete and
executed applications when funds are
appropriated to NGOs after the initial
budget appropriation process.
Management should also consider
providing these NGOs an award letter.
Management should continue to follow up
with NGOs to obtain complete and
executed applications when incomplete
applications are originally provided by the
NGO.

The Parish will
ensure there is a
complete and
properly executed
applications for all
NGOs prior to
remitting funds to
the NGO. Also, the
Parish will send
award letters to all
NGOs that are
approved for
funding.

Other Observations
The following is an internal control best practice. Management is encouraged to consider the implementation of the
following best practice to enhance the effectiveness of current processes.
Area
Conflicts of
Interest
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Observation
Caddo Parish did not maintain a formalized and documented Conflict of
Interest Policy for the NGO Program.

P&N performed testing on a sample basis for twelve NGOs and no conflicts were
identified.

Recommendation
Management should consider documenting a Conflict of Interest Policy for the
NGO Program, which includes references to the applicable Louisiana Code of
Ethics rules.

Appendix A: Sampling Methodology
Detailed testing, on a sample basis, was performed based on the 2018 budget amounts per the 2019
Annual Operating and Capital Improvement Budget for Caddo Parish.
 The chart below depicts the total population and sample selection methodology for testing performed related to the
NGO Appropriation Reporting policy.
Fund

Total Number
of NGOs

Total Budgeted
Dollars

Percentage of Total
Budget Sampled

Sample Size

Riverboat

61

$1,145,500.00

36%

8

Economic Development
Total

10

20

81

$907,500.00

$2,053,000.00

57%

46%
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Appendix B: Priority Rating Definitions
Priority ratings were assigned as follows:

High
Moderate
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Low

• A serious weakness which exposes Caddo Parish to risks in achieving its objectives or
may otherwise impair the Parish’s reputation. Generally, a high priority observation
can include any of the following: non-compliance with a regulation or internal policy
or procedure; or an operational inefficiency, resulting in a material expenditure.
• A control weakness, which can undermine the system of internal control and/or
operational efficiency and should, therefore, be addressed.
• A weakness which does not seriously detract from the system of internal control
and/or operational effectiveness/efficiency but which should nevertheless be
addressed by management.

Appendix C:
Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
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Appendix D: Transmittal Letter
July 3, 2019
Caddo Parish Commission
505 Travis St #110
Shreveport, LA 71101

Dr. Woodrow Wilson, Parish Administrator and CEO
The Parish of Caddo
P.O. Box 1127
Shreveport, LA 71163-1127
Dr. Wilson and Caddo Parish Commission,

evaluation regarding the NonGovernmental Organization (NGO) Appropriations Program. On the pages above, this report provides: 1) a risk rating of findings 2) a
summary of the observations noted during our engagement, 3) recommended actions for you to consider related to our observations.
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P&N Contact Information:

lsoileau@pncpa.com

lfhenry@pncpa.com

mcovington@@pncpa.com
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A Professional Accounting Corporation

Madalene Covington
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gage-Watts, Stormy <sgagewatts@caddo.org>
Wednesday, July 03, 2019 12:40 PM
Madalene Covington
Meeting update

SecureMail.pncpa.com made the following annotations
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
EXTERNAL: This email originated from outside of our firm's network. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐

Great day Madalene,
Per our conversation‐ This is to confirm that our June meeting was postponed due to your company P&N had a
conflicting schedule with some of the finance committee members. We are proposing our next NGO appropriations
committee to meet mid August. We will confirm a date after our July 18th special meeting. Please forgive my delayed
response. It’s been a week and a half. Have a blessed holiday weekend. Take care.
Best regards,
Commissioner S. Gage ‐Watts

Sent from my iPhone
________________________________
PRIVILEGED & CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION
This e‐mail message (including any attachments) is proprietary or privileged and intended only for the named
recipient(s). It may contain material that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. No one other than the
named recipient(s) may read, copy, rely on, redirect, save or alter all or any part of the message, or any attachments, in
any way. If you have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by return message so that we may
arrange return of the document(s).
________________________________
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